North Eastern Riverine Loop

Discover team-oriented excursions of Singapore on the Pol Cockeye Network (PCN) – a trails network of lower open spaces around many residential areas. Linking up parks along a river circuit. An important part of Singapore’s transformation into a ‘City in a Garden’, the pols have the lush greenery and natural splendor of our island, as well as a wide range of exciting recreational activities.

The 24-kilometer North-Eastern Riverine Loop of the PCN follows the network of the Pol Circuit, passing through the lush greenery and natural splendor of our island, with a wide range of exciting recreational activities.

For All Users
- Do hydrate before an physical activity.
- Do bring along your handphone in case of an emergency.
- Do obey all traffic rules, such as stopping at all traffic lights and observing traffic signals.
- Do look out for other cyclists and pedestrians on the PCN.
- Do keep to the left side of the road if you intend to stop.
- Do keep within the 1.5 kilometers per hour speed limit.
- Do pick up after your pets and keep them leashed.

For Cyclists
- Do wear helmets that fit well.
- Do switch on your front and rear lights under conditions of low light or poor visibility.
- Do dismount and push your bicycle where necessary.
- Don’t block or overtake your bicycle suddenly, or without warning.
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Biodiversity To Watch For

Home to over 2,000 native plant species, 52 types of mammals and 364 different kinds of birds, our tropical island of Singapore teems with biodiversity. Along the North Eastern Riverine Loop, with its stretches of coastline, flowing canals and thriving wetlands, you can observe a colourful variety of waterfront birds and a unique range of vibrant plant life.

Grey Heron (Ardea cinerea)

Standing on one leg make it look large, the majestic Grey Heron is among Singapore’s largest birds. You can spot this native wading bird along the canals, rivers or shallow water. It usually feeds on fish, frogs, insects and mice, and will catch small fish, reptiles and small birds.

White-breasted Waterhen (Amaurornis phoenicCUS)

With a white, feathered tail that sticks out and a brown body that changes to a white one around the middle, the White-breasted Waterhen is almost certain to catch your eye. The bird is a familiar sight in shallow water. The bird’s noisy and quavering calls earned it itsitory name “Kuck Kuck”.

Collared Kingfisher (Alcedo collaris)

Also known as the Overhead Kingfisher or Almonia Kingfisher, the Collared Kingfisher is a small heron-like bird with rufous brown back and black head. Although the sounds produced vary greatly, the species typically is loud, calling being a common characteristic.

Scaly-breasted Munia (Lonchura punctulata)

Also known as the Malayan Mynah or Spice Pigeon, this sparrow-sized bird is native to tropical Asia. It has been introduced to many other parts of the world. Highly social, it usually feeds in flocks, in areas where it is thought to cause plant destruction and reforestation.

Cordylus Catfish (Pachynogaleus tokay)

Native to tropical America and Africa, the Cordylus Catfish produces an explosive display of yellow coloration, fins and a series of strutting displays, known as ‘spearfishing’. Besides being a social beauty, it plays a useful role in the ecosystem. The swimming action is one of the unique forms of propulsion used to move the fish.

Sungei Geer Park Connector

Roped in the cool breezes of Sungei Selegar as you head down the 2.1 kilometer greenway. A welcome stretch of peace and quiet, the pleasing green landscape around Sungei Selegar Park Connector also has an innovative feature known as Bioswales.

Bioswales

Bioswales are series of wetland areas that are designed to absorb and clean water runoff from paved surfaces. This system helps in the preservation of water resources and reduces urban flooding. The happy plants and flowers that are natural and colorful are a treat for the eyes.

Punggol Waterway Park

Punggol Waterway Park is a popular destination for birders and nature enthusiasts. With its calm waters and scenic views, it is a great place to go birding. The park is home to a variety of bird species, including egrets, herons, sandpipers, and various waterfowl. It is also a popular spot for picnicking and leisurely walks.

Kamping Lampong

Kamping Lampong is a popular camping spot for families and individuals alike. It offers a variety of amenities for outdoor enthusiasts, including picnic areas, restrooms, and a playground. The campsite is surrounded by lush greenery, providing a serene and peaceful environment.
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Sungai Kering River Park

Observe an open rice field and the scenic views of the Penang Strait as you cycle through the riverine park. For bird lovers, the park is home to a variety of bird species, including egrets, herons, sandpipers, and various waterfowl. It is also a popular spot for picnicking and leisurely walks.

Kamping Lampong

Kamping Lampong is a popular camping spot for families and individuals alike. It offers a variety of amenities for outdoor enthusiasts, including picnic areas, restrooms, and a playground. The campsite is surrounded by lush greenery, providing a serene and peaceful environment.
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